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Success of current single-cell analysis

More data are coming…



Problem of multi-omics integration with cells

1. The vast data volume in atlas-level studies challenges high-performance 
computing.

2. Data from different omics pose their own challenges (mixture of cells, or 
problematic matching relation).

3. Batch effects may adversely impact analysis results by introducing noise.

Each spots contains different number of cells.

Peaks and genes are not perfectly 
matched.

Batch effect/data quality may affect the downstream analysis.



Definition of gene embeddings

For multimodal biological datasets 𝑫𝑫 = 𝑽𝑽𝒊𝒊,𝑬𝑬𝒊𝒊 𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏
𝑻𝑻 , our goal is to construct 

a model 𝑴𝑴  ⋅,𝜽𝜽 , designed to yield gene embeddings set 𝝐𝝐 = 𝒆𝒆𝟏𝟏, … , 𝒆𝒆𝑻𝑻 =
𝑴𝑴 𝑫𝑫,𝜽𝜽 . We intend to harmonize gene information from diverse modalities.



Overview of MuSe-GNN

We introduce Multimodal Similarity Learning Graph Neural Network (MuSe-GNN), to learn gene 
representations across different modalities/biomedical contexts.

MuSe-GNN = Cross-graph Transformer + Weighted Similarity Learning + Contrastive Learning.

Our model efficiently produces unified gene representations for the analysis of gene
functions, tissue functions, diseases, and species evolution.



Overview of MuSe-GNN

We leveraged 82 training datasets from 10 tissues, offering gene representations containing 
functional similarity across different contexts in a joint space.

MuSe-GNN outperforms SOTA methods in gene representation learning by up to 97.5%.



Overview of MuSe-GNN



Weighted-similarity learning

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖(𝑗𝑗)𝑔𝑔: Gene neighbors of gene 𝑔𝑔 
of dataset 𝑖𝑖(𝑗𝑗).



Results: Benchmarking analysis

We evaluate the gene embeddings for different tissues based on six 
metrics defined by ourselves. 



Results: Multi-omics gene embeddings



Results: Multi-species gene embeddings



Results: Gene embeddings for disease analysis



Results: Gene embeddings for gene function prediction



Discussion & Conclusion

1. GNN + MMML = MuSe-GNN

2. MuSe-GNN outperforms current gene embedding learning models across 
different metrics and can effectively learn the functional similarity of genes 
across tissues and techniques.

3. The gene representations learned by MuSe-GNN are highly versatile and 
can be applied to different analysis frameworks.

4. In the future, we plan to explore more efficient approaches for training and 
extend MuSe-GNN to handle a broader range of multimodal biological data.
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